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cold Papaya fruit and little slices of limes to squeeze over it and
we sat in the cool shade under the great forest trees with the calm
waters of the lake before us, stretching away to the other bank a
mile or two across a bay, clothed, like the high mountains around)
in dense vegetation. And on the surface of the placid water the
woods and the hills were reflected so clearly that one might
have turned the landscape upside down and been none the
wiser. A little boat or two, with fishermen plying their
trade, lay motionless here and there. A couple of cheery
Formosans launched a canoe and rowed me along the shore, in
places overhung with the branches of trees, to a settlement of
aborigines, where under more civilized conditions the wild people
had settled down to cultivate an open space. In the afternoon we
walked back by the same jungle track and fed again at the clean
little eating-house on excellent Japanese food while a crowd of
wondering children watched and discussed me,
When it was time to depart my scholar-interpreter and I
mounted the little push-car and it was with difficulty that we
prevented our young Formosan friend from accompanying us,
" But I will cook the rice," he cried again and again.   " I want
no wages, nothing, and I will cook the rice."   As the coolies
started the car he was still standing there depressed and in-
consolable. With a noisy clamour the little procession of cars
rattled on their way, each with its two men to push it, down the
valley.   At Gwaishefai we alighted and took the local train to
Nisui in the plains, where, joining the main railway, we caught
the express to Kagi, an important town an hour and a half
journey to the south.   Our return to the plains was not of long
duration for early the next morning we started for Ari.   The little
'mountain railway that transports the traveller into this region of
Formosa is an extraordinary feat of engineering.   The absurd
puffing mountain train with its specially built American loco-
motive climbs the most astounding heights and passes through
73 tunnels and crosses 70 bridges on its course or 50 miles.   In
two or three hours the train, starting in the plains, has reached an
elevation of 7,000 feet above sea level.   Its progress is of course
slow—an average of just over seven miles an hour—but when the
gradients are taken into consideration there is little reason for
surprise.   Nor does hurry enter anywhere into the programme.
There are delays at many stations for the shunting of trucks.
The object of the construction of this costly line was as an outlet
for the valuable timber for the forests of these mountain districts

